Relationship between gene expression and hybrid vigor in primary root tips of young maize (Zea mays L.) plantlets.
To provide an insight into the molecular basis of heterosis, we investigated gene expression in primary root tips of a heterotic maize hybrid (B73 × Mo17) and its parental lines (B73 and Mo17). This analysis was carried out (i) by differential plaque hybridization of a recombinant cDNA library made to poly(A) RNA isolated from B73 × Mo17 primary root tips, and (ii) by comparing with two-dimensional gel electrophoresis proteins synthesized in vitro in the rabbit reticulocyte system by poly(A) RNA isolated, at different stages of development, from the three genotypes. The results showed that there are sets of proteins and mRNAs that are differentially synthesized and expressed in the F1 primary root tips in comparison to the parental lines. Moreover, results from the survey of 21 major in-vitrosynthesized polypeptide variants, from mRNAs of primary root tips of the parental lines and their F1 hybrid, indicated that in seven instances hybrid proteins translated in vitro were more abundant or possibly new. In most of the remaining cases, hybrid spots were similar in intensity to the same protein produced by one of the two parental lines.